were extracted from ChEMBL (Version 17) database into an Excel spreadsheet. The data was then manually separated into known, marketed antibiotics and research compounds based on the assigned chemical name (MOL_PREF_NAME). The activity data was standardized into µg/mL and molar units, from which pMIC were calculated. PipelinePilot, Accelrys (Version 8.5.0.200) was used to further analyse the data extracted from ChEMBL. Briefly, Pipeline Pilot was used to generate the molecular structure from SMILES. The data was then merged based on the ChEMBL parent ID and pivoted on Standard_type with pivot value= Standard_Value . Compounds were clustered by structural similarity using tanimoto distances between FCFP_4 and ECFP_6 fingerprints and using the inbuilt partitioning method. The clustering was optimized by visual inspection of the clusters, resulting in a maximum of 14 clusters, and by recentering the clusters twice. The members of each clusters were exported into an Excel worksheet for further analysis, which permitted further adjustment of the clusters. The cluster groups were manually changed for structural outliers, such as if a ß-lactam clustered with glycopeptides. 
